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Across
4. a fee charged to voters

5. a system of beliefs

6. the act of refusing to obey someone

8. prejudice or unjust behavior to others

12. laws required black and white people to be separated 

in public places

14. not very important

21. in the U.S. was legislative attempt to ensure that 

members of minority had equal opportunities

23. to ask for a decision made by a court of law to be 

changed

24. to refuse to buy something or to take part in 

something as a way of protesting

25. many cities across the country became battlefields 

for frustrated blacks

26. to do something unpleasant to someone because the 

person has done something unpleasant to you

28. confining or keeping within limits

30. the act or practice of keeping people or groups apart

31. to include people of all races

32. african american leader of the civil rights movement

Down
1. the goal to prohibit employment discrimination based 

on race, creed, or color

2. african american woman who refused to give up her 

seat on the city bus

3. a type of discrimination that is solely based on race

7. to annoy someone and make the person angry

9. a farmer who gives a share of the crop to the 

landowners

10. not keeping up with the basic principles or laws in 

the constitution especially the U.S.

11. refusing to obey unfair laws

13. the 35th President of the U. S.

15. the act of treating people in a cruel or unjust way

16. the rights each person has as a citizen

17. tests were given to people who were registering to 

vote

18. plans or methods to win a game or battle or achieve a 

goal

19. to break a promise, a rule or a law

20. to pester or annoy someone

22. white people treated black people cruely and unfair

27. to separate or keep people or things apart from the 

main group

29. when african americans sat at segregated lunch 

counters and refused to leave

Word Bank
affirmative action restrictive integrate trivial discrimination provoke

civil disobedience segregate Rosa Parks tactics racism oppression

retaliate boycott rioting violate Jim Crows Laws unconstitutional

sharecropper Martin Luther King Jr. creed sit-ins civil rights appeal

John F. Kennedy poll tax harass oppression literacy tests executive order

defiance segregation


